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Gladius is an immersive VR sword fighting game set in the ancient Rome. As a gladiator, you will choose your weapons, train
against different enemies, and finally fight for 5d3b920ae0
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Great game. Just had a real workout trying to get through the first mission on the hardest difficulty. I have not had any crashing
issues or other issues yet. The items can be a little glitchy when trying to pick up or put down, and the enemy esspessially the
tiger can get tossed really far. and i had the issue that a tiger would get trapped on the outside. but other than those two minor
issues its great for what it is. Im really looking forward to more missions coming out. A suggestion to something to add would be
a survival mode or something, i played training against sword masters and would like to be able to tell who many i killed before
dying :) that would be a good game mode i think, esspessially if you can choose your oponent like in training, nice thing to be
competetive with your friends. To people wanting to buy this i think you should take extra care to not have anything close to
your playing area, as you will get very .. What a game, already smashed up two photo frames, a vive controller and my dignety
when my wife posted a video on facebook.. This game is a pretty intense and realistic apart from weapons having no weight.
Still, it just feels right to properly swing a weapon like you'd expect, and killing enemies is very satisfying. Game still needs
work, but I found it quite fun.. Have you ever wondered what it feels like to be a gladiator in ancient Rome? Trapped
underneath an arena as a slave in a catacomb, like prison of cold stone with dim light, while you hear the crowd shouting
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constantly at someone being slaughtered above? Soon YOU will be measured too! The fear starts creeping up on you. You take
a sword and shield - then on wobbling knees you climb the stairs to the gate. The shouts are much louder now. You see two
sword men fighting and the frenetic crowd. One will die. The winner has to contest you. Hits, cuts, blood . eventually one falls
dead. And then the gate opens for your entrance. The sun is blinding, the shouts are deafening. Time to fight for your life! If
you are good enough, you will entertain the crowd and they will love your for that . if not you join the countless unnamed people
history has forgotten long ago. The game is not finished but on route and has already a lot to offer (got it during steam sale - fair
deal for what's there already). Its a mixture of history reenactment and a sports/combat game. The fighting feels intense and not
clunky. Of course you can swirl around your sword wildly inside your opponent but you will have much more from fighting
intelligently and tactically - if you do not watch out it can be over quickly. There are wild animals and fantasy creatures as well.
Be WARNED, you really need a big play area (room SCALE!) and best, protected controllers (silicon covers) because
eventually you will hit a wall or something more valuable. Only when you are experienced with VR and its real life boundaries
should you play it . to avoid damaging your controllers. What you get in return are intense physical fights and something you
only know from history books and movies (Gladiator).. Has great great potential and I will totally rebuy the game soon, but as of
right now the animations are way too clunky, the pocket system is kind of bad, etc. Just pretty much full of bugs, but I am sure
down the road this game will be incredibly addictive.. Fun until Day 4, then it get glitchy and impossible. I'll check back in a
few updates.. It is a great game but it no longer has any sound when i play
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